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A Brief Look At The Fisher Data

• The Fisher LM training data includes two data source categories:

– LDC released transcripts

– Transcripts and segmentation information for Fisher 
conversations distributed by BBN in conjunction with 
WordWave. There are original transcripts and auto-segmented 
transcripts. We chose to use the original transcripts since 
some information was lost in the transformation from the 
original to auto-segmented data, e.g., punctuation, 
capitalization.

• Number of files under each category:

– LDC transcripts: total 751 calls (250+250+251)

– WordWave transcripts: total 2326 calls (526+1800)
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Conditioning Fisher Data
Since the LDC and WordWave Fiisher data transcription conventions are different, we 

handle them differently:

• LDC-transcribed Fisher data:

– Acronym markers were removed and letters split, i.e., “~ibm” into “i b m”.

– Noises, conversation phenomena, foreign words, etc. were processed in the 
old SRI CTS LM training conditioning conventions, i.e., “(())” into “<unk>”.

– Obvious typos were fixed and some misspellings were mapped to their 
corresponding words in our CTS vocabulary.

• WordWave-transcribed Fisher data:

– Acronyms were identified using the capitalization information and letters split.

– Punctuations were retained to help the employed statistical CFG parsers on 
parsing but not used as normal words in language model training.
Capitalization information was discarded after parsing.

– Noises, conversation phenomena, foreign words, etc. were processed in the 
old SRI CTS LM training conditioning conventions, i.e., “(())” into “<unk>”.

– Obvious typos were fixed and some misspellings were mapped to their 
corresponding words in our CTS vocabulary.
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Fisher LM Data After Conditioning

3744+ millionWordWave-
transcribed

1651+ millionLDC-transcribed

# of New SARVs# of words
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Retraining the LM

• With the additional classes (i.e., SuperARVs), trained 
two separate LMs based on the SRI 2003 Spring eval
system LM training data and the Fisher data using the 
old 36K vocabulary.

• Interpolated the two LMs to obtain an updated CTS 
LM:
– Originally optimized the LM interpolation weights on the devel2001 

test set.

– Found that weighting the Fisher subset based LM from 0.2 to 0.3 did 
not make significant difference (though minor difference) on the
devel2001 perplexity. Chose 0.28.
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Results with Updated SARV LM

PPL result on the devel 2001 test set:

48.1153.74Perplexity

New SARV LMOld SARV LM

First-pass decoding WER result on the eval2003 eval test set 
using the SRI 2003 Spring MFCC MMIE-trained within-word 
model after phone-loop adaptation:  

32.1%32.8%WER

New SARV LMOld SARV LM
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Conclusions and Future Work

• The Fisher data helps to improve the LM performance on the 
eval2003 evaluation test set. How about on other test sets? (Will 
evaluate soon)

• Observation: The Fisher transcripts show noticeable lexical and 
syntactical differences from the old CTS language model training
data, including Switchboard-I transcripts, Cellular data, CH, CTRAN 
transcripts, and web-retrieved data:

– Quite a lot of words are unseen in our original 36K CTS vocabulary.

– The addition of around 500 new linguistically-motivated classes from 
the 5+ million word Fisher data transcripts is more than expected.

• If this is so, optimizing LM interpolation weights on devel2001,
eval2002, etc.,  may degrade the performance of the resulting LM.

• Need a devtest set closer to the eval set. 

• Already have spotted errors in text normalization, need further 
cleaning…


